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Our staff have been briefed and trained on
appropriate hand hygiene and sanitising

practices. We will continue to monitor and
maintain these practices in accordance with

the health advice to ensure we maintain these
to the highest standards. All our operations

have increased vessel, vehicle and room
cleaning procedures and practices. Hard
surfaces (such as tables, handrails, door

handles, counters etc.) are being cleaned
more regularly to minimise the risk.

 
Where possible we have made additional hand

sanitisers and cleaning stations available to
our customers and employees to exercise

good hand/hygiene practices. We have also
placed hygiene communications from the
relevant health authorities in our vessels,

vehicles, accommodation, food venues, shop
fronts/counters/terminals and offices.

 
Social distancing guidelines currently apply,

and as a result we ask wherever possible that
passengers should adhere to the 1.5m social

distancing recommendations.  In the short
term, this may mean reduced capacity for our
fleet until these measures are lifted or relaxed

in some way.  And although we like to greet
our guests with a handshake, a smile from our

friendly drivers will have to do for now.
 

SeaLink follows the recommendations of the
Australian Government Health Department &

will continue to work with the authorities to
ensure safe travel for everyone

At the SeaLink Travel Group, we have always had stringent and rigorous hygiene standards,
cleaning procedures and health and safety practices in place. During this time however, we

have stepped up our practices and procedures even further
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51 seater Large Coach

Large Coach (normally 51 pax)    

Midi Coach (normally 33 pax)      

Mini Bus (normally 20/21 pax)     

People Mover (normally 10 pax)  

From 2nd June 2020, under State 
Government policy, coaches can 
only hold a maximum of 20 
passengers regardless of vehicle 
size. (Does not include driver/guide) 
 
This means, SeaLink's coach fleet 
capacities are currently as follows;
 

now 20 pax (plus guide/host/driver)

now 16 pax

now 10 pax

now 4 pax
 
To enter and exit the vehicle, passengers are
encouraged to load from the back first, and to exit 
from the front.  Social distance should be adhered 
to at all times while waiting on or off vehicle.
 
During travel, passengers are asked to remain in the
same seat for the entirety of their journey and to avoid
walking up and down the aisle as well as refrain from
touching headrests as they move through the vehicle.
 
 
 
 

33 seater Midi Coach

20 seater Mini Bus

10 seater People Mover

Social distancing guidelines currently apply, and as a result we ask
wherever possible that passengers should adhere to the 1.5m social
distancing recommendations.  In the short term, this may mean reduced
capacity for our fleet until these measures are lifted or relaxed further.

Friends & family are permitted to sit together, and capacities 
shown can assume people travelling as couples. Therefore,
where passengers are travelling solo on vehicles smaller than 
51-seats, coach capacities may be reduced further than stated.


